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Christchurch, New Zealand



Christchurch Commons



CULTIVATE



Wellbeing of Cultivators

“Now that I've started working 
here my mind - I've focussed on 
things that really matter. It just 
distracts you from all of the bad 
stuff that you could be doing 
when you don’t have anything to 
do you just get bored”--Youth



Cultivate as Organisation

We (three farmers) could 
bang this work
out by ourselves, a lot 
more easily.  But 
involving others in this 
process is worth it 
even if it slows us down. 
--farmer 



Support from the Christchurch Community

“there's this really strong affinity to 
whatever it is Cultivate does. I'm not 
sure if you quite fully understand 
what exactly that - the people see it, 
appreciate it and deeply trust - or 
trust people enough to invest in us. 
The feedback so far has been that 
there's just - there is trust.”--Farmer



That’s all very nice but is it WORKING?
And is it WORTH IT?



Developing the CEROI  

Community Economy Return on Investment
What do we value (outputs we want)?

How do we practice that value (inputs we practice)?
How close are we to actualising the values (actual outcomes)?

Return on Investment
Value of outputs – value of inputs = ROI

Social Return on Investment
Monetary figure estimating social value of outputs –

monetary figure estimating value of inputs = SROI

Is it worth it?



Developing the CEROI

What would a thriving ‘Cultivator’ 
look like?

What would a thriving Cultivate-community-
environment relationship look like?

What would a thriving Cultivate 
farm and organisation look like?



Developing the CEROI: Expanding What Counts

Workshop with staff:
Describing values
Describing practices
Organising with discussion



Developing the CEROI: Including others in 
Measuring success
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Developing the CEROI: Including others in 
Measuring success

Individual Organisational Wider 
community and 

environment

Thriving Dense qualitative 
description co-

constructed with
community

Dense qualitative 
description co-

constructed with
community

Dense qualitative 
description co-

constructed with
community

Growing … … …

Surviving … … …

Wilting … … …





Communicating Common Benefit

Investment &
Returns as 
Distributed
Common-Property


